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Judge lays down law
In busy Common Pleas Court,
Kurfess is man with many duties
opinion

A

By VINCE GUERRIERI
The BG News
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are wrong.
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police.
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Arraignments, parole hearings and interior design a1* all
in a day's work for Charles Kurfess.
Kurfess, a judge in the Wood
County Common Pleas Court,
has lately found himself deciding not just the fate of criminals
before him, but the color of the
paint in his newly-expanded
office.
On this particular day, Kurfess has a light docket. He has
eight criminal cases to hear:
three pre-trial conferences, two
probation
violations,
two
arraignments and one sentencing hearing. On a typical criminal day, he usually sees twice
that. Common pleas judges
usually hear felony cases, civil
cases
and
administrative
appeals.
At 8:45 a.m., shortly after he
arrives, Kurfess is reading a
pre-sentence
investigation
report for a sentencing hearing,
which will be at 11 a.m. As the
administrative judge of the four
common pleas judges, he handles probation and domestic
issues.
Normally, he reads the
reports several days in advance,

but this one arrived while he
was on vacation. He quickly
reads the report while eating a
fast-food breakfast.
The
defendant,
Jeremy
Goodman, pleaded guilty to
breaking and entering, a fourthdegree felony. Goodman and
his cousin, who is a juvenile,
broke into St. Aloysius Church.
The church, which didn't suffer
financial losses as a result of the
break-in, is not seeking restitution. The codefendant was
placed on probation.
The report, which Kurfess
described as very thorough,
included the defendant's story,
the police account and the prosecution's report. The report will
be shared with the defense and
the prosecution.
However, the report also
includes a sentencing recommendation from Scott Howard,
the parole officer, which is confidential.
"They will read the report,"
Kurfess said. "They will not
read the parole officer's recommendation for sentencing."
The file also includes the
defendant's juvenile offenses
and his prior offenses as an
adult. Goodman is 19, yet he
already has several breaking
• See JUDGE, page six.

Student
receives
racist
e-mail
The BG News

Wood County Common Pleas Judge Charles Kurfess talks on
the phone in his office. Kurfess's duties include hearing criminal and civil cases and planning the color of his new jury
room.

A University student received
a racially threatening e-mail Friday.
Omobonike Odegbami, a
graduate student in special education and the international
affairs coordinator of the Graduate Student Senate, received the
e-mail, which contained several
racial slurs, Friday afternoon.
The e-mail was sent from
somewhere on campus through
a well-known Internet service
provider.
The message contained physical threats, obscene language
and personal details.
Both city and campus police
have been notified of the incident. Due to the pending nature
of the case, BGSU police did not
comment.
The message was the second
instance of such a threat being
received by a University student
this year. It is not known if the
two incidents are related.
Odegbami said that although
the message was disturbing, she
did not feel immediately threatened.
"While some threats were
made, if they're that much of a
coward to send them through email, they won't carry those
threats out," she said.

Speaker presents alternative view on history
Brussig takes issue with notion that East German courage led to fall of Berlin Wall.
Baseball goes 3 -1
on the weekend.
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say what?
"Sometimes it's not figuring out how to do
everything, but how not
to do everything."

Envision the fall of the
Berlin Wall in 1989. Some
historians said it was the
courage of the East Germans which brought the
wall down. However,
Thomas Brussig, author of
"Heroes Like Us," offers a
different perspective.
Today, Brussig will be at
the University reading
passages of his book in
German, at 101 Shatzel
Hall at 8:30 p.m. Following
the reading will be a discussion, in English. The

sponsors of this event are
the Department of German, Russian and East
Asian Languages, and the
University's German Club.
According to Kristie
Foell, assistant professor of
German and German Club
advisor, "Heroes Like Us"
basically offers a different
interpretation about the
fall of the Berlin Wall. The
book is fiction and a satire
on East German oppression. Brussig draws a comparison between sexual
oppression
and
state
oppression.
With sexual oppression,
sex is an expression of an
individual's desires and

electronica
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"In the book, he calls
them [East Germans] 'neurotic cowards,'" she said.

Some examples of state
oppression experienced by
the Germans were prohibition of travel and discrimination against their religion. In East Germany,
spies lived among civilians, which created a sense
of caution, even among
family and neighbors.

Foell said the book is
unique because it offers a
view from a younger generation. She advises readers, though, that it does
contain explicit sexual language. Additionally, the
book is a bestseller in Germany and will be made
into a movie.

"People did not know
who to trust," Foell said.

Readers of Brussig's
book applaud it.

Brussig
the view
mans had
make the

John Franz, a graduate
German student, said the
book was shocking, yet
hilarious.

also challenges
that East Gerthe courage to
Berlin Wall fall

down.

"It gives an insight on
the history of the secret
police and the former German Democratic Republic," he said.
Christian Bezener, a
graduate German and
political science student,
said the book represents
many issues.
"It is overtly sexual," he
said. "The sexual references concentrate on the
repressive society of East
Germany. People need to
read into the deeper meaning."
Foell said the book is a
hilarious, scurrilous fictional account of the fall of

the Berlin wall.
Foell hopes that the
reading portrays a realistic
view of contemporary Germans and clears up some
stereotypes regarding Germans.
"Some stereotypes are
that they drink beer or are
Nazis," she said. "Brussig
is very modem and can
relate to college students."
She encourages students to attend this even
because they rarely get the
opportunity to meet a real
East German and it is pure
entertainment.

Balance, exercise help reduce end-of-year stress
By AMYJOL. BROWN

Julie Lengfelder
assistant professor in the College of Human Movement, Sport
and Leisure Studies

freedom. Similarly, sex correlates with the desire ana
freedom of the East Germans, Foell explained.

The BG News
With papers due, exams less
than three weeks away, and
seniors trying to find jobs before
graduation, this time of year can
be pretty stressful for many students.
Sometimes though, the pressures can get out of hand. When
that happens, many students
cannot find ways to reduce the
amount of stress, and instead
they end up harming themselves
either academically or physical>yClasses are missed to finish a
paper, meals are forgotten and
sleep is only a memory.
What students may not realize
is that sacrificing classes, meals
and sleep causes a higher level of
stress the next day.
"You need to pay attention to
sleep, nutrition, time alone and
time to play," Julie Lengfelder,
assistant professor in the College
of Human Movement, Sport and
Leisure Studies, said about ways
of reducing stress. "I think one of
the reasons students have a hard

time juggling all the things they
have to do is that they tend to
lack a balance of survival needs."
Lengfelder cited procrastination as a big problem and a great
source of stress among college
students.
"There's a big misconception
that many students have," she
said. "They think they work well
under pressure, but they've
never experimented with getting
things done early. It takes a lot of
discipline. Look at your workload and prioritize what you
need to do."
She also said that it is important to look realistically at what
needs to be done. Make room for
high priorities and skip a routine
activity if necessary.
"Sometimes it's not figuring
out how to do everything, but
how not to do everything,"
Lengfelder said.
Another piece of advice
Lengfelder suggested is to figure
out at what time of the day your
energy level is highest. She said
do the most difficult task during
this time. If you find that the
time of day where your energy

disappears is at noon, then do
the most mindless task at that
time, or take a nap, she said.
Another way to relieve feelings of stress is to exercise. By
exercising you are taking time
for yourself and setting it aside
while improving your health.
"Exercise helps you sleep better, reduces blood pressure and
helps you relax," said Paul
Chase, who works with recreational sports. "After a nice hard
workout, most people feel very
relaxed."
Exercise also helps take your
mind off of whatever is causing
the stress.
"It's a release for taking your
mind away from what the stress
is," said Kathy Swick, fitness
director at the Student Recreation Center.
If motivation to exercise is a
problem, try something that will
offer a new and different experience.
Marty Biker, a Tai Chi instructor, suggests Tai Chi as a great
stress reducer.
"While
performing
the
motions of Tai Chi, your pos-

Photo Provided
Regular exercise can promote relaxation, reduce blood
pressure, and improve sleep.
Yoga is another type of meditures have fluidity of movement," Biker said. "It creates the tative exercise that can help allesame feeling of peace and seren- viate stress.
ity that you feel next to the
"The emphasis is on breathing. You are more stationary,"
ocean."
She further explained that Tai Biker, who has also taken yoga
Chi encourages natural energies classes, said. "It's a wonderful
and pulls you out of your envi- regimen."
With an even balance of work,
ronment, while everything from
play and nutrition, students will
the day falls away.
be able to reduce their stress lev"Just pull yourself away and
els and enjoy their final three
unplug from your schedule," she weeks of school.
said.
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Give mc a break! Last Wednesday's (April 7th) BG News article
"USG accomplishes little amid confusion" is just another gaping
example of the inefficiency, internal bickering, and incompetence
that is rampant within our student government. In his observation
of last Monday's meeting, Mike Allton, chief of staff, stated that
"Overall.. . [many senators) don't have a good grasp [of parliamentary procedure). The speaker's job would be enormously easier if
everyone knew parliamentary procedure well."
How about worrying less about procedure and concentrate more
on getting something done, for a change? I have not seen one single
useful thing emerge from this group that a couple of well-trained
monkeys on dope could not have accomplished. Parking is getting
worse, attendance policies still exist, food prices are astronomical
and campus computer labs are becoming increasingly less reliable,
not to mention the multitude of broken campaign promises from
every person whom I've ever voted for.
This should be clear evidence of the apparent lack of power and
usefulness of USG on this campus. Try watching one of their meetings on TV one night. The whole event can be summed up with just
one word: pathetic! Do these guys honestly do anything besides
bicker and waste money? Wasting money? Oh, that's right. I guess
the political term (or the expenditure of money from the general
fund for personal satisfaction is now termed "Executive Contingency" As defined by Merriam-Webster in the Webster Dictionary,
a contingency is "an event (as an emergency) that may but is not certain to occur." I highly doubt that the cost of steak dinners to the
tune of just under $100 really qualifies as an "executive contingency" and thus justifies the billing to the general fund. That is,
unless the group was actually starving to death. I feel that George
Orwell certainly stated it best in his book "Animal Farm":
There was, as Squealer was never tired of explaining, endless
work in the supervision and organisation of the farm. Much of this
work was a kind that the other animals were too ignorant to understand. For example, Squealer told them that the pigs had to expend
enormous labours every day upon mysterious things called 'files,'
'reports,' 'minutes,' and 'memoranda.' This was of highest importance for the welfare of the farm. But still, neither pigs nor dogs produced any food by their own labour; and there were very many of
them, and their appetites were always good."
Surprisingly though, I do agree with one sentiment echoed by the
president of USG, Kevin Hussey, concerning the way things are
done during Monday meetings: "|l)fs going to be half-assed, like
half the things we do."
Given the shenanigans that occur daily on Capitol Hill, I'm sure
that they will all make fine future politicians and bureaucrats.
Thanks again for another year of nothing.

David Tapia
Senior
Math & Computer Science
Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News Is
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded In 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff
The BG News encourages Its readers to noUfy the paper of any errors in sto
rles or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final.

Hating homosexuality doesn't make sense
Fags.
Filthy queers.
Damned fudgepacking freaks.
How many of you agreed
with what I just wrote? Enough
so that you've now made my
point.
It's hard being gay in this
world. And "gay" is such a
broad term now. Technically, it
only covers homosexual men,
but it's usually used in reference
to lesbians, bisexuals, transsexu"If you hate someone because
als, transgenders, etc.
Some percentage of people he or she is gay, it's you who's
out there think I'm a filthy nig- perverted, twisted and sick..."
ger. I was checking out the it lying around by itself in a forKKK's home page the other day est, you'd grab a slick and Irv to
and it was weird, seeing these kill it. But if you see it on a bed
normal looking people who on a woman, you'll want to f—
would love to hate me.
the hell out of it."
But whatever percentage of
So yeah, gay sex, gay foreplay,
people might hate me for my etc, it's gross maybe. But that's
race, a far larger percentage not an excuse. Heteros do plenty
would hate me if I was gay.
of stuff that's gross, but we don't
Well, maybe it is gross. I condemn it.
mean, after all, one guy kissing
The Bible, then. Fine, use the
another guy? Yuck. Or even Bible. Anyone who knows me
worse, a gtty sticking his dick knows I don't believe in the
into another guy's butt? Blech.
Bible, but I'll play as though I do.
Who cares though? I said it How do you pick and choose
before in my masturbation col- what to believe in, though?
umn, that sex itself is gross if you
There's all sorts of stuff in
really think about it. It is. Urine there (hat we don't follow anycomes out of my penis and it's more. Jesus said it's a sin to be
not really an attractive part of divorced. Both of my parents
my body, in my opinion.
had been married before they
And don't get me started on met each other. Most of my famthe vagina. The father of a friend ily has been divorced at one time
of mine in high school put it or another actually. So is the Taypretty well. He said, "Son, lor clan doomed to the same fate
pussy's a weird thing. If vou saw as Sodom and Gomorrah? Of

course not.
You're not supposed to lie
with a woman when she's having her period. But how many of
us have ignored that rule?
Remember the Sabbath and
keep it holy. People were supposedly killed for working on
the Sabbath in biblical limes.
Now it's another day where,
yeah, we have work off usually,
but I know people still work on
Sunday.
If you dislike homosexuality
because of (he Bible, you either
have lo take everything else in it
literally or you have to explain lo
me and everyone else why it's
okay (o choose that part o( it to
(ollow, but other parts not to follow.
And procreation is a weak
excuse, too. The fact thai a gay
couple can't "naturally" create
children o( their own isn't reason
to abhor homosexuality. If I had
a horrible accident in chemistry
lab and seared my privates with
sulfuric acid, rendering them
incapable ol sperm production,
very few people would hate me
just (or that simple reason.
I've written about homosexuality a (ew limes before. Once I
told a story of how people
thought I was gay and treated
me as such because I hung out
with a stcreotypically gay person. Then there was the time I
questioned my own sexuality.
So there's not much more I
can say about it, to be honest. I

don't think you have any more
reason to hale, dislike, disagree
with or be prejudiced toward
homosexuality than you do me
for being of African origin.
So what if it's a choice? I personally think that genetics do
play a part, but at the same time,
I think I could choose to have sex
with another man if I really had
to. Whether that would make me
genuinely gay or not, 1 don't
know, but it doesn't really matter
because as I said, what does it
matter if it's a choice?
There's not many advantages
to being gay. You can't get married, you can't hold your partner's hand in public without
worrying about some jerk saying
or doing something and not
every state will recognize your
sexual orientation as something
which cannot be discrimminated
against. According to the majority of our population, you're
going to Hell. You're perverted,
twisted and sick.
In my opinion, though, if you
hale someone because he or she
is gay, it's you who's perverted,
twisted and sick, because you're
letting your emotions rule your
judgement, which has rarely
ever done human beings well in •
the past.
Brian Taylor is a columnist for
The News and applauds VISION
and all of its members for the strides
they've taken this year. Stay gay and
proud. Brian can be bashed at taytob@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Misperceptions about USG cleared up

I'd like to take a moment to
respond to the BG News editorial regarding USG that was printed this past Friday. It seems that
The BG News is a little bit con(used on a few issues and might
not be stating its opinions with
full knowledge of the facts.
I'll go through point by point
and explain where it is evident
that The News did not fully
understand the issues it was
commenting on.
"USG adjourned less than two
hours before the meeting began, citing television coverage as the reason. This would be analogous to the
schedule of Congress being dictated
by C-SPAN's programming schedule. How ridiculous."
All right, USG did not adjourn
because the television coverage
was ending.
The reason USG had to leave
room 113 Olscamp, where our
meetings are held, is because the
room is operated by Learning
Services. Every minute we stay
after 9 p.m., the students who
operate room 113 are being
forced to stay past the end of
their shift. The Congress analogy is rather silly on several levels. But the most basic problem
with the analogy is that nobody
has to come in and clean up the
floors of Congress before classes
start the next day. It is true that
USG could have adjourned and
then reconviened in another
room. However, it is pretty clear
that nerves were rather frayed
by the end of the USG meeting
and prolonging it would probably have been counterproduc-

ft

"Part of the problem is the timing
of elections. The terms of Hussey
and vice president Maryann Russell
run out at the end of the school year,
and judging from comments made
Monday night, they are losing interest in serving the students."
Thanks for the character judgment there. Actually, a quick
read over the USG constitution
would tell you that the President
doesn't even have to attend the
weekly meetings. Neither do the
other executives, except (or the
Vice-President and Secretary.
We are only there because we
care. The Monday night meetings are General Assembly meetings. That means only the senate
really needs to be there. If we
didn't care why would we be
there?
If we were really losing interest why would we have even
taken an interest in the by-laws
that won't go into effect before
we leave? The BG News might
want to consider a few facts
before it decides to make character judgments.
"The current USG constitution
calls for elections to be held before

Spring Break every year. This
means that for more than one-quarter of their terms, the USG officers
and senators are lame ducks. Of
course, turnout might be affected if
elections were held late in the semester. But what's wrong with this
time of year?"
Well, I don't know how The
News functions, but in USG
there is a great deal of information that incoming executives
and senators need to have
explained to them before the old
executives and senators leave.
The incoming executives need to
become acquainted with University governing structure, University administrators and the various duties involved with administering USG. K we had elections
any later in the year .when
would the executives have time
to send out applications (or cabinet positions?
They need to have them by
the end of the spring semester if
they are going to do anything
over the summer. Next year's
executives are already in a bind
because of the late date of the
elections. Maybe it is easier to
transition new editors in The BG
News than it is to transition new
officers in USG. If this is the case
maybe The BG News should ask
some questions and collect some
facts about how USG actually
functions before they tell us how
to improve. Collecting facts
always seemed to me to be a
good idea in journalism. But I'm
not a journalist, so maybe I'm
mistaken.
"Compounding these problems is

the lack of professionalism of some oj
the senators. If USG really wants to
represent the student body, they
must quit acting tike kids on a
grade-school playground.
USG
President Kevin Hussey even went
so far as to blurt out that filling
extra organizational seats would be
done ' half-assed. like half the things
we do.' Nice one Kevin."
Well this is a good point. I
was unprofessional and I apologize for that. I'm not perfect.
Even the USG President gets
frustrated with USG. What the
student body and evidently The
News need to understand is that
USG and its members are not
perfect. We are students just like
you, and we make mistakes just
like you. I guess I'd expect The
News in particular to know this.
Running a student government
isn't easy. I'd assume running a
newspaper can't be that easy. If
USG criticized The News every
time we felt they'd made a mistake or put out a poor paper, our
meetings would run a lot longer
than two hours. I guess my basic
point is I'd appreciate it if The
News could collect some facts •
and then write some constructive criticism about USG instead
of writing about issues that it
doesn'l appear to apparently
fully grasp.
Kevin Patrick Hussey is the
President of the Undergraduate
Student Government. He can be
reached at kevinh@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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PEOPLE

on the street

WOULDN'T
What do you do to
relieve stress?

Hash fiction by Jason Nelson

TODAY BE A
"Death and Her Substitute"

WACKY DAY TO

At a junior college in south central Kansas
there is an introductory course taught by Death. The
course, Basics in Animal Husbandry, is transferable to

CREATE

SOMETHING?

most major universities, except for a few small liberal

USE YOUR

arts colleges who are skeptical of Death's academic
qualifications. At least once, but usually two or three

AND MAKE

who announced himself as Death's Substitute. He
spoke with a strong southern accent, was very overweight and told stories about his wacky shopping

SOMETHING
USEFUL!

mishaps at discount stories to highlight his lessons.
The next day Death would be back in class, excusing
her abscence because of some cold or flu. Then the

BONUS POINTS
FOR USING

class would laugh, to which Death would respond
with a slight smile, because we had all seen the morning's news about some plane crash or earthquake,

Anniversary ticket sales

WordPerfect 8 Introduction

Education steps

Get familiar with the ins and

Come karaoke with the BG

Make professional quality presentations for office or school
use. Fee $99. Call 419/372-8181
for

more

information.

Men's
Chorus!
Offenhauer Towers.

outs of this populor word pro-

Outside

5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

cessing application. Fee $109.

Beginning Golf

Call

This hands-on seminar will have

7 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
NAACP ticket sales
Union Foyer

you putting like a pro in no time!

419/372-8181

fo

more

11:30 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.
Zeta
Phi
Beta 25th

Maumee.

more information. BG5U Golf

7 p.m.

Course.

Sisters, or The Balance of
Happiness

6 - 9 p.m.

Directed by Margarethe von

Women's Golf at Penn

Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical

University Park. Pennsylvania.

HIGH: 49

HIGH: 55

LOW: 37

LOW: 33

Today ... cloudy in the
morning and becoming
partly sunny in the afternoon. High around 50.
Northwest wind 10 to 20
mph.
Tonight... clear with frost.
Low around 30.
Tomorrow ... sunny. High
in the mid 50s.

egregious
•I ih-GREE-juss /•
notably bad; flagrant.
Example: Bert could not contain himself

from speaking

out

the

against

egregious

crimes of incorrect grammar.
From here, it looks like
the rest of the week is

Egregious

going to be a little chilly
and wet.

"distinguished, eminent."

Latin

comes

from

"egregius, "

the

meaning

state Invitational

Arts Center.

7 - 4 p.m.
1

?1
28
31
32
33

Viewpoint
Skinny
Dumbfounded
Auction action
Unconscious
state
34 Resting atop
35 Nuisance
38 Sea biscuit
40 Unstated
42 Shiny fabrics
44 Yearning
45 Corrosive
substances
46 Apple centers
47 Gold measure
48 Clear the
windshield
49 Aromas
51 Matinee idol
52
vera
53 Genuine
54 Shrill bark
56 All-films stn.

50 Raccoons kin
51 Like a couch
potato
55 Pet peeve
57 Out ol the wind
58 Rusk or Martin
59 Large, pref
60 Anthracite, e g
61 Macht jets
6? High point
63 Coarse seaweed

ACROSS
1 Coalition
5 Metric weigrit
units, tor short
10 Chatter
14 Actor Julia
15 Ill-chosen
16 Minnellio!
"Cabaret"
17 Absorbed by
18 Violently agitated
20 Resounding
deleats
22 Painter Matisse
23 Former anesthetic
24 Needless
commotions
25 Take tor granted
28 _ and soul
29 Dispatch
30 "Gomer Pyle,
USMC" star
33 Yachting trophy
36 Beatnik abodes
37 Move to and Iro
38 Expectation
39 II Rider Haggard
novel
40 Create hippie
lash ions
41 Famous cookie
maker
42 Coastal collection
43 Despot
45 Antiaircraft fire
48 I ike some
stadiums

Sunny.

Mostly Cloudy,

TBA

8 p.m.
Jazz Week '99: Jazz Lab
Band II

CROSSWORD
TOMORROW

Ballroom,

German Film course. Open to
all Gish Film Theater, Hanna
Hall.

daily
TODAY

Phi Eta Sigma Intiation

Trotta, this 96-minute film was
made in 1979. Part of the

information. Arrowhead Park,

Fee S75. Call 419/372-8181 for

Arrowhead Park, Maumee.

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

• People on the street is Intended as an unscienut.c sample ot the student population Anyona
desiieratety hoping to be in this feature may tmd it profitable to hang around the student union
around, say. seven-ish But you didn't hear it here

STICKS!

All these campus events and more can be found on the University website: http://events.bgsu.edu/

Karaoke-A-Thon
Fundraiser

PowerPoint 97 Introduction

Chad Queen
Freshman
Theatre
"Punch something '

Erica Burger
Freshman
Undecided
"Call my mom (or
advice."

POPSICLE

and knew what she'd really been up to.

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

RJ Sovie
Sophomore
Business
"Go out drinking."

YOUR FINGERS

from class. In her place was always the same man,

Monday 4/12/99

Mindy Garcia
Sophomore
Social Work
"Listen to music and
exercise"

MIND AND

times, during every semester, Death would be absent

events

Damon Kennedy
Freshman
Undecided
Play pool, listen to
music, exercise,
purchase CD's."

DOWN
1 Hal part
2 Turner ol Peyton
Place"
3 Inning parts
4 Intimate
photographs
5 Everything but
the_
6 Accustom
/ More inadequate
8 Numbered
musical piece
9 Letters on
Cardinals' caps
10 Like Bessie
Smith's music
11 Silverdome team
12 Blue shade
13 I oundalion
19 Dull sounds
21 S dispenser
24 Perennial herb
25 Small vipers
26 Persian ruler
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lof the answers, look on the
weo www bgnews COT

PAGE THREE of The BG NEWS is intended as a
source of non-vital information as well as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today's
mosl meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed here are real; names have been
changed to protect the innocent and the unwilling.
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted; please deposit in 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look at it. Those whose material is worthy
will gel to see it in print ... such reward.

TV GUIDE SECTION
MONDAY
6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

Jeopardy! »

Cosby iHli!

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00 1

10:30 1

11:00 1

11:30

rMUOM^> I

at
CD

Wheel-Fortune

|Kingol Queens

Every-Raymond JBecker K

News I

ABC Wld News

Ent Tonight

Hollywood Sq.

20/joir

a)

News "

NBC News

News Special

Frasier X

Movie: **'* 'ivyalt£arp"(i994. Western) KevnCostner X

S)

Great Decisions Business Rpt.

Newshour With Jim Lehrer .1

SD

Newshour With Jim Lehrer .'■

Arthur :'

S)

IL.A.

Doctors JuslDuet' (R;

Movie: 'love Ieners"| 1999. Drama) Laura Lnney. Sleven Weber rr.
iDateiine (In Stereo! I

News 1!

Lale Show S.

News a

Nightline ■

News a

Tonight Show

Antiqb.s Roadshow X

American Experience: America and the Holocaust

Lost Squadion

Charli-Rose'! ri. ... ■.,-,:• I!

Brainstorm El)

Antiques Roadshow X

American Experience: America and !he Holocaust

Lost Squadron

Time Goes By

Home Improve.

Mad About You [Seinfeld

Friends

Metros* Place (In Sleieo) ir

Ally McBeal The Inmates' |R) X

Newsradio a

Jerry Springer (R) X

Simpsons <L

Simpsons X

Frasier I

Dilbert (Rl .?

Sentinel Light My Fire" (In Sleieo) News

Sports TY DM.

Friends X

Friends."

iRedhanded i.

News

|Chariie Row X

ZJke A ou.i of. JK.enlinal f
Relax by our pool when you return in the
fall! Our pools are open until it's
TOO COLD TO SWIM!

1 Frasier ft

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

Movie: **'» ~How to Commit Manage'{WS.Ccwety) Bob Hope

Movie* •»• Gypsy "(1962) A musical biography ol tamed stripper Gypsy Pcse Lee

COM

;5 OC) Movie: #tt -Ferns Buetiers Day Off (1996)

Movie: • t "Detoous"(i99i. Comedy) John Candy. Marei Hemingway

DISC New House
ENC

(4 20) Movie:

ESPN Up Close

Fix-It-Line (Ft)

|Stein'» Money

|Wild Discovery: Gar! Ba's

RealER ■•

|Eco-Challenge: Miles From Nowhere

Daily Show

Movie: *« Mesmerized (1984. Dtama) Jodie Foster. Movie: ««'i-Despeiare/ySeek«gSusan"(l985)RosannaArqiierle.

Movie:** ' Death Hon.'" (t 981i ?haries Bronson
Baseball Tonight

Figure Skating World Championships -- Ladies and Men's

FAM

New Addams

New Addams

(4 45) Movie:

Movie: • "Ho! ro rW (19881 Bob Gokflhwait PG X

IShow-Funny

Show-Funny

iLife. Camera

[5 30) Hindenburg <R)

MTV

Countdown

SUtion Zero |R| Rock 'n' Jock Baseball (In Stereo) Ultra Sound

sc

Sports News

Last Word

(Movie: "Dangerous tvaiers"('999. Adveniure)ConnieSeiiecca S

Ancient Inventions |R) (Part 1 cl 2) jCentury: America's Time
iTolal Request Live (R) (In S'ereol

NBA Basketball Cleveland Cavalers at Bostii Celtics From the Fleet Center. (Lrve)
Star Trek Whom Gods Dcsl'cy jr. Slidert "The King is Back" I

Wanna Be a VJ

Secrets ol World War II (R)

Road Rules

Blame Game

Highlander: The Series «

Friday the 13th: The Series .it

Star Trek "Whom Gods Destroy" X

Atlantis: The Lost Continent (P)

Savage Seas (Ri j Killer Storms

TNT

)ue South Hawk and a Handsaw*' ER "You 8.-' .'our Ue'' (In Stereo)

WCW Monday Nitro Goldberg. Brel "Hitman" Han. Konnan. KOman (In Stereo Live) I
Ed EddnEddy

Cor. J Chicken

USA

Hercules: Legendary Jrnys.

Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker. Te.as Ranger Pall .:

VH1

Hard Rock Live The Covers'' (R)

Where Are They Now? (In Stereo)

8

Mariah Carey: Around (he World

|Lov*line(R!

FOX Sports News

Bermuda Triangle

Savage Saaa |R) |KMer Storms

iDexter's Lab

JLtltra Sound

Cavs Fast Break FOX Sports News

Home Again (R) |Home Again (R> 48 Hours Nature's Fury El Nino"

Animaniacs

700 Club.«

Century: America's Time

TLC

jScoobyDoo

IMovie: "Power"

Sportseenter

Movie: *** Wen in 8ladr"( 1997) Tommy Lee Jones 1 Movie: •**'; ~PnwsHonot~{\985) A In) man lor a cime lamtry (arts tor a hired killer. 'R'

HIST

SCIFI Quantum Leap (In litjreo) X

20th (Jentury (Ft)

Lite. Camera

JBIoopers (R)

Stein's Money

Real ER (RJ

Sportseenter

HBO

TOON Batman-Series

iMovie: •*'> "Young Shertc^ Holmes"! 19851 TT

|Chris Rock: Bring the Pain (R)

3ugs A Daffy

jTom and Jerry

Flintstones X

Mortal Kombat: Conquest |R X
|Scooby Doo

Ed. EddnEddy ]CowtChicken

WWF Raw X

WWF War Zone jr

New York Undercover ManCNM

Shania Twain's Winter Break |R)

Behind the Music "Shania Twain"

Behind the Music Lerf Gariett" (R)

13

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
352-9135
Open Sat. 10-2 Sun. 12-3
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World &Nation

Editor-in-Chief,
Mike Wendling
372-6966 "

Eye on NATO spots suspected mass grave site
XiC W ^
onip lied from staff and wire reports

IGULF CONFLICT!
U.S. confirms air attacks on Iraqi targets
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Allied planes struck civil and military targets
in southern Iraq Sunday, killing two people and wounding nine others, the Iraqi military reported.
The U.S. Central Command confirmed that American planes had
attacked Iraqi missile batteries 100 miles south of Baghdad, but gave
no word of casualties.
The attacks were in retaliation for anti-aircraft fire and a surfaceto-air missile attack on "coalition aircraft," the Central Command
said in a statement from its headquarters in Florida.
In Baghdad, the Iraqi air defense command said allied aircraft had
bombed "civil installations and weapons positions."
Two Iraqis were killed and nine others were wounded in the
attack, including two women from the province of Qadissiya, the
official Iraqi News Agency quoted the command as saying. Qadissiya is 125 miles southeast of Baghdad,
Iraq did not identify the nationality of the planes, but listed the
types of aircraft used by the American and British air forces to patrol
the southern "no-fly" zone. The zone was set up after the 1991 Gulf
War to protect rebels from Iraqi government aircraft.

I TRIBE PROTEST
Chief Wahoo protesters file lawsuit
CLEVELAND — Five protesters arrested last year on opening
day outside Jacobs Field for burning the Cleveland Indians' Chief
Wahoo mascot in effigy sued the city police for allegedly violating
their civil rights.
The lawsuit, filed Friday in Cuyahoga County Common Pleas
Court, accuses the Cleveland Police Department and former Chief
Rocco Pollutro of wrongful arrest, illegal imprisonment and violation
of the right to free speech.
The protesters are expected to appear with their attorney, Terry
Gilbert, at a news conference Monday before staging a demonstration when the Indians open their 1999 home schedule against Kansas
City.
"The main thrust of the Native American community is to call
attention to the racism of the Chief Wahoo logo," Gilbert said.
"Going to Jacobs Field and demonstrating is a critical part of that. But
every time, the protesters have been met with oppressive measures
by Gateway security and the Cleveland Police Department."
Cleveland police spokesman Sgt. Mark Hastings has declined to
comment on the allegations because he has not seen the lawsuit.

When Can You Start?
Delivery Personnel Part Time
Shaatar is a growing rental-retail company with 54 locations in
Ohio and Indiana. We currently have a regular part-time Delivery
A«»i»tanl position and a regular part-time Delivery Driver
position available in our Rowling Green Shustur Kent & Own
store. The successful candidates should he reliable, self-motivated,
and customer focused. For the Delivery Assistant. Responsibilities
include assisting in delivering furniture and apliances to our customers. Must be 18 years of age and able to move heavy items. For
the Delivery Driver, delivering furniture and apliances to our customers. Must be 21 years of age or older, own truck or van. and
have a clean MVR. Technical knowledge of appliances and electronics is helpful. For these positions we offer:

Progressive Pay for Experience • Paid
Vacation & Holidays • 401 (It) • Bonus
Program • Employee Discounts
Apply in person at Shaatar Rent & Own:

Southwood Plaza
838 South Main St.. Bowling Green
No phone calls please
Smoke-free environment
Equal Opportunity Employer

•■.•..'■• ■:■ &W)

The Associated Press
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
Saying it showed restraint in deference to the Orthodox Easter
holiday, NATO nonetheless hammered Serb targets in Kosovo on
Sunday. Western officials, meanwhile, expressed growing alarm
over reports of atrocities in the
province and said a possible
mass grave site had been spotted.
In
Belgium,
NATO
spokesman Jamie Shea showed
aerial photographs of the site in
Pusto Selo, southwest of the
Kosovo capital, Pristina. He said
from the air it appeared the
ground had been freshly turned
over, and that the site looked
"somewhat similar" to aerial
shots of mass graves seen during
the war in Bosnia.
"I suspect... that we are going
to find more and more evidence
of mass graves, mass executions,
some pretty horrific stories,"
Defense
Secretary
William
Cohen said on ABC's "This
Week."
Underscoring concerns about
conditions inside Kosovo, Western officials say hundreds of
thousands of Kosovo Albanians
are believed to have fled or been
driven from their homes but
unable to make their way out of
Kosovo.
About 400,000 people are hiding in forests and mountains, terrified of Serb forces, British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook said
Sunday after talking to an ethnic
Albanian political leader in
Kosovo.
Cook reported on the plight of
refugees and estimated numbers
of ethnic Albanians in Kosovo
after talking by telephone with

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Associated Press Photo

These NATO pictures displayed during a press conference in Brussels, Belgium, Sunday, show two
aerial views of the same area in Pusto Selo, Kosovo. NATO claims the pictures show possible evidence of mass graves.
Ilashim Thaqi, a Kosovo Liberation Army commander and
negotiator at peace talks in Rambouillet, France. He said NATO
holds Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic responsible for
these "victims of his ethnic
cleansing."
British officials also said about
100,000 ethnic Albanian men are
apparently missing. That estimate, based on fewer than
expected men turning up among
refugees crossing into Macedonia and Albania, revived speculation that the men had either
been massacred by Serbs, joined
the rebel Kosovo Liberation

Most people
in our business
want you to get
life insurance.
(We want you to get a life.)
Come and team how a career will)
ns can be more llitm jnsl a job.

Army, or were being held
hostage.
Many of the refugees managing to get across intermittently
open borders — some half a million, all told — tell of (heir villages being burned and emptied.
In what was apparently a
grim aftermath of a frenzy of violence, tape obtained but not
filmed by Associated Press Television News showed a burned,
deserted village just over the
Macedonian border. Ethnic Albanians said it had been emptied in
a recent assault.
What looked to be a bloodied

Shouldn't you?
Call today for a class schedule and to enroll!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

The Quiet Company

An MCI WorldCom Company

Shea, the alliance spokesman,
said it was "a night of relative
restraint" on the airstrikes. "We
were mindful of the Orthodox
Easter celebrations," he told
reporters.

3 of 4 med school
students who took a
commercial MCAT prep
course took Kaplan!

Northwestern
Mutual Life

.-tUUNET

NATO says the bombing campaign, in its 19th day, will go on
until
Milosevic
withdraws
Yugoslav and Serb units sent to
Kosovo as part of his crackdown
on the separatist Kosovo Liberation Army.

MCAT

Internships Available.
The Cleveland Agency
LORI SOEDE Director of Recruiting
1801 East Ninth Street, Suite 800
Cleveland, OH 44114-3104
216/241-5840

T-shirt lay among clothing scattered on the ground and dangling off fences. Two sheep had
been shot in the head and
thrown in a stream.

'MCAT is a n>g«t«f ad fadamath of ma Association oi Amancan Meacal Cotagaa
'199* Survey o» meOcal Sludam* by Boislun-Goiating Re-March.
For more details o* the survey, check oui oo< wao we ai www.fceptan.com/mcei

Ohio
ARP The Right Choice For You?
Is Ohio
Alternative Retirement Plan
Yes, if...
• You want choice in selecting your own investment portfolio from a diversified menu of

On-campus Interviews
Wednesday, April 14 and Friday, April 16
Schedule an interview online at www.bgsu.edu/ofYices/careers
or call Linda O'Donnell (Career Services) at 372.2356
UUNET is shaping the future of the exploding network services industry and we want you to join us!
We are currently seeking motivated, high energy individuals to join our network sales team. Find out
what it's like to be a part of an exceptionally progressive organization that encourages innovation,
supports your ideas, and puts the latest technology at your fingertips.We have the following exciting
opportunity available:

ASSOCIATE ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
In this position, you will book' appointments for our Sales Representatives nationwide as well as sell
data communications services over the phone.Your target audience will consist of Fortune S00 types
of organizatior who require high speed data communications services worldwide. Ideal candidate
must possess a BS/BA degree in Marketing. Business Administration. Information Systems, or related
area; and strong verbal and written communication skills. Previous sales experience is a plus.
If you are unable to talk with us. please submit you resume to: UUNET; Attn: Employment
Department AOBG7271; 5000 Britton Road; Hilliard. OH 43026; Fax: 614.723.8111; Email:
msmith@wcom.net Please visit our Web site at www.wcom.net Equal Opportunity Employer,
M/F/D/V

options available through Aetna's Retirement Master variable annuity;
• You want investment control in managing your retirement portfolio;
• You want the opportunity to benifil from the fox deferred growth potential of the investments
you select; and
• You want retirement plan portability that doesn't limit your career opportunities.

/Etna

For more Information, ptease contact:
4

Retirement Services

Mike Landolt & Matthew Carter, CFS
Registered Representatives
3554 Oak Alley Court #400
Toledo, Ohio 43066

Make the Best of a Great opportunity.
Pirns** rail for prospectuses contnlninc more complete information.
Including charges and ex|>enses. Read the prospectuses carefully
before you Invest.
Variable Annuities are offered by Anna UJe Insurance and Annuity
Company Securities orp offerett mj: Aetna Investment Sen**'*. Inc.

(419)534-4404
e"CUl
Itotlramwil S»rvk«i«
800-462-7370
email: OhioARP@Aefna.com
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India tests nuclear- Public gets only partial details to judge NATO mission
capable missile
/7n' Associated I'rcss

The Associated Press
NEW DELHI, India — A new
missile capable of carrying a
nuclear warhead soared inlo the
skies over India on Sunday, defying U.S. appeals for restraint in
weapons testing and raising
fears of a new arms race with
neighboring Pakistan.
India's Defense Minister
George Fernandes said the successful 11-minute lest flight of
the Agni II missile marked a
"great day for India," while Pakistan said it would decide in the
next two or three days how to
respond.
Prime Minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee said later in a nationally televised address that the Agni
proved India's determination to
strengthen its national security.
"In a rapidly changing security environment, India cannot

depend on others to defend her.
We have to develop our own
indigenous capabilities. Agni is a
symbol of that resurgent India,"
he said.
"India is on the move. And no
one can hinder our progress if
we remain unwavering and
determined," he added.
The launch came nearly a year
after India conducted a series of
underground nuclear tests,
prompting its rival, Pakistan, to
respond with tests of its own.
The two countries have (oughl
three wars since they were
carved from a British colony in
1947.
The white, two-stage missile
lifted off Sunday "without a
hitch" from a new test site on
India's eastern coast, carrying "a
substantial payload," Fen.andes

WASHINGTON
- More
than two weeks after a stealth
fighter-bomber crashed in
Yugoslavia, U.S. and NATO
officials have not acknowledged lor the record thai it was
shot down. The success rale of
the attacks is a mystery, liven
President Clinton's role in
approving targets is an off-limits "operational detail."
As the sky over Yugoslavia
cleared intermittently, rhetorical fog in the briefing rooms of
Washington and Brussels began
to disperse a bit, too. Signs of
progress in the air campaign
have encouraged officials to be
more open.
But they have yet lo disclose
numbers of hits and misses or
discuss likely percentages of
success, and lor reasons th.it go

beyond the conflict at hand.
Controls on war information
are being tightened in response
to a perception that military
secrecy generally has gone lax
since the Cold War.
"The leadership is taking a
more conservative approach,"
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth
Bacon says. Bolh Defense Secretary William Cohen and Gen.
I lenry Shelton, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, "think we
ought to be as stingy as possible
in giving out information,
which means we have to be
restrained with the press."
The restraint has been evident not just in the scant
specifics offered on many days
but in the broad aims of the
NATO campaign, especially the
loosely
defined
goal
to
"degrade" the Serbian military.

"I don'l gel any impression
of deliberate distortion," says
Barry Airlhian, chiel U.S. government spokesman in Saigon
during much of the Vietnam
War. "There certainlv is some
cautious withholding."
Critics call a restrictive policy self-defeating.
"In today's world, it seems
there's information out there
one way or another. You can't
hide it," said retired Air Force
Col. John Warden, a planner of
the Persian Gulf War air campaign. "When you try to hide it,
you create a bad impression, in
this case raising significant
doubts about strategy."
NATO and U.S. officials have
given examples of targets
destroyed and shown video,
detail that has become more
plentiful in recent days. Offi-

cials generally have avoided
"score keeping" or other quai
lifying information lhal might
be useful in helping the public
judge whether the campaign is
on track. Privately, they have
said the plane downed March
27 probably was hil by a missile.
The limits resemble or are
even tighter than those during
the Gulf War, which far exceeded those that existed during the
Vietnam War.
In Vietnam, correspondents
observed combat virtually
unfettered and briefings were
detailed — though misleading
in Iheir optimism. Many military officers thought the press
was too unrestricted in Vietnam, and some blamed war
coverage for the turn in public
sentiment against America's
war effort.

said.

The BG News
Congratulates the following winners of Society of Professional
Journalists Mark of Excellence awards in Region 4 (Ohio, Michigan, West
Virginia and Western Pennsylvania):
In-Depth Reporting:
Brandi Barhite and Mike Wendling, 2nd
place for "Are you safe at home? An indepth look at dorm safety."
General Column Writing: Mike Wendling, 2nd place.
Editorial Writing:
Mike Wendling, 2nd place.
Spot News Reporting:
Darla Warnock, 3rd place for "Weekend
Canoeina Claims Two Student Lives."
ON

Looking For A Part-Time Job?
Don't Waste Your Time Working For Minimum Wage
RPS, Inc. is hiring part-time package handlers
to load and unload trucks.

50

*8

HOUR

TO

$000
W HOUR

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting At $8.50 - $9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

COLLEGE LIFE:

YOU COULD START YOUR
PAPER THE NIGHT BEFORE
and still get your full three hours of sleep.

Apply in person at
650 S. Reynolds Rd.r Toledo

An FDX Company

kinkes
Express Yourself

Wa're tosy to find:
RPS

*

§
1

Airport Hwy

1

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 Mile north of
Airport Highway)

,

40

790

BLACK & WHITE COPIES

FULL-COLOR COPIES

K3
BGSU

(
Call
Today!
419-531-9450
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800-582-3577
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JUDGE
Continued from page one.
and entering offenses as an
adult.
Also stated in the report is a
record on exposure to drugs and
alcohol as well as drug use by
the defendant, employment
record, physical and nienl.il
health and family life. In 1996,
the legislature rewrote sentencing laws, making judges address
many factors, as well as read out
loud the laws for sentencing.
Goodman's
parents
are
divorced, which Kurfess said is
common in cases he sees.
"Most defendants in criminal
cases come out of broken
homes," he said. "Broken in
some variety."
Kurfess's reading is interrupted by his court reporter, Mary.
Kurfess declines to give out his
staff's last names for their safety.
Mary is in charge of domestic
cases and accounts payable.
Today she has vouchers authorizing expenses for Kurfess to
sign.
She notices the change in Kurfess's voice.
"You sound like you have a
cold," she said.
"Puberty," he replied, grin-

ning.
After Mary leaves, Kurfess
decides on the sentence he will
impose. He will most likely recommend that Goodman attend
the Worth Center, a communitybased corrections facility in
Lima. CBCFs are used for nonviolent offenders as an alternative to prison. The program lasts
from 4-6 months and emphasizes
treatment and rehabilitation.
Most CBCFs have a waiting
list, and local offenders take
precedence over offenders from
out of town. Wood County is in
the process of building its own
CBCF, which should be open in
the fall.
At 9:30, the first pre-trial hearing begins in Kurfess's office.
There is no need for confidentiality, so the hearing could be in his
courtroom, but they are usually
held in his office for the sake of
convenience.
This case is one of domestic
violence and menacing. The
defendant was arrested nearly
two months before, and everyone is trying to get him a speedy
trial. Because he is out on bail, he
must have a trial within the next
146 days. A trial is scheduled for
May 26.

Now that the conference is
completed, an order establishing
the dates for the proceedings is
sent to the clerk of courts, where
it will be journalized.
"Everything we do is reduced
to an order," Kurfess said.
Kurfess then pauses and cocks
an ear. He brought back a tape
from his Caribbean vacation of
steel-drum music, and his staff
was supposed to play it.
"Why don't I hear my
music?" he calls out into the
office.
One of his court reporters
yells back that she can't hear the
phone with the music playing.
"Oh, all right," he replies, not
entirely satisfied.
The remainder of time before
the sentencing hearing is spent
making appointments and signing orders which have accumulated during his vacation. He
makes an appointment to eat
with the current grand jury.
Every four months a new grand
jury is impaneled, and he tries to
have lunch with each one to get
feedback.
He also must try to gel a visiting judge to hear a case involving
Mid-American
Bank,
because he, and the other com-

mon pleas judges, own slock. As
a result, all of the judges must
recuse themselves.
One of his assistants reminds
him the state supreme court has
to pay visiting judges.
"They made the friggin' rule,"
he said. "Let them pay him."
At 10:45, Howard, the probation officer, arrives with Pat
Durant, an intern. Howard comments on the music, which is filtering through the office.
"I've always liked steel
bands," Kurfess said. "And I
heard none of it when I was
there!"
After they have finished discussing the case, Kurfess turns
his attention to Durant, who is
graduating in May. Durant said
he wants to return to his hometown of University Heights and
become a policeman nearby.
"You really want to be a cop?"
Kurfess asks.
"Yes," Durant replies.
At 11:15, Kurfess puts on his
robe to go into court. He wears a
royal blue robe, disdaining the
pomp and circumstance of the
black one. Not only that, he
thinks the sleeves of the black
robe are too big.
Kurfess' office and courtroom

■ire an oasis in a sea of dust and
construction. The fourth floor of
the county annex, where Kurfess's courtroom and office are
located, is under construction.
In his courtroom, Kurfess and
anyone else present can hear
hammers pound and workmen
talk. Kurfess told the participants in the case to tell him if
things get too loud. He said he
lets the men continue working so
they can be finished within six
weeks.
He then looks at the defendant's table.
"The court notes with interest
the vacant seat next to you," he
said to Walter Meneses, the public defender.
Meneses is surprised by
Goodman's absence, and asks
for three days to look for the
defendant until an arrest warrant is issued. Kurfess gives him
until 4:30, the end of the business
day, and revokes bond.
Kurfess returns to his office,
and starts signing orders for his
domestic relations cases. He
issues temporary orders in a
divorce case, allows an attorney
to withdraw from a case and dissolves a marriage, which differs
from a divorce in that it is a

court-approved termination of a
m.!rriage.j|
After cajcru'ng up with his
domestic idations pile, Kurfess
finds out he can sendipeople to
boot camp'wnilc keeping them
under the court's authority.
"You learn'Something new
every day here/'ihc said.
Kurfess, a former speaker of
the Ohio House, already brings a
knowledge of the law with him.
He said his legislative background helps, but it also heightens frustration at limes.
Kurfess is now in his second
six-year term as common pleas
judge, which makes him the
senior judge on the circuit. It will
be his final term as judge. He is
69 years old, and Ohio law says
nobody 70 years old or older can
run for judge.
Al 1:30, Kurfess hears two
arraignments. The first is for
Larry Mason, who is charged
with escape from Adult Parole
Authority. He is arraigned for
escape in the second degree,
which carries a prison sentence
of two to eight years, and a fine
of $15,000. Mason, who files his
own briefs and acts as his own
i See JUDGE, page seven.
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DIXIE DRIVING RANGE
19001 N. Dixie Hwy • Bowling Green, OH
(2 miles north of BGSU)

Bentwood
Subdivision
(across from Mercer Manor)

$1.00 OFF

■ 2 BATHROOMS
• 2 CAR GARAGE
• 4 BEDROOMS
■ 1400 SQUARE FT
i FIRE PLACES

ONE LARGE BUCKET OF BALLS
WITH THIS COUPON
353-1420

BGNews

Voted America's Best
Company for Part-Time Jobs

John Newlove
Real Estate

• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
• A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED
AVAILABLE BEGINNING MAY 15 or AUGUST 1SI

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
www.wcnet.ora/~qbrental

-Your Money Magazine, Oct./Nov. 1998

319 E. WoosterSt.
Across from Taco Bell
(419)-354-2260

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402

JL
A fm
. V^ ' l/l *»

NO PETS ALLOWED!
TENANTS PAY UTILITIES!
710 EIGHTH ST.
New Construction! 3 BR, 2
bath, Limit 3 people. $900.00
per mo., deposit $900.00.
Lease Aug. 22, 1999 to Aug.
12.2000.
259 S. PROSPECT
Down. 2 BR - Limit 2 Grad.
Students Only $439.00 per
mo., plus utilities. Deposit
$439.00. Lease May 16.
1999 to May, 6 2000.
120 State Street
One bedroom unfurnished
duplexes. $350.00 per
month plus utilities. Lease
May 16, 1999 to May 6.
2000

HOUSES
AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE. STOP
IN THE RENTAL OFFICE
FOR A COMPLETE LISTING. WE CAN HELP YOU!
TIONS

RENTAL LINE:

354-2260

United Parcel Service is a ( ■ I■ ■ I■ .iI. Fortune 500 company

451 THURSTIN

that is considered in the industry the leader in package

Efficiencies for summer and
Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $310.00.

distribution.

517 E. REED

to 5 hours per day.

We are currently looking for permanent

part-time employees who are interested in Working from .'{

One bedroom for Aug. to
May. Starts at S380.00

521 E. MERRY

Excellent entry level

Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00.

pay of $8.50/99.50
per hour, and can earn

SUMMER RENTALS
STARTING MAY 16!
Effeciencies and one
bedrooms still available

f™fe Sign up for flexible five-week or eight-week summer
V* sessions

i'Sij; Choose from daytime or evening courses
■tvr

• Full time benefits for
purl time work!

upto$12.45/$I3.45

• Advancement
opportunities!

per hour with

• Holidays and

progression

£$>% Pick up the BGSU summer courses yog need
"•* for your degree

£>§>% Enjoy a variety of enrollment options designed to
™ meet your needs

We Offer:

Find a complete summer course listing online at
"i^."5 www.firelands.bgsu.edu/schedules/summer99.html
J^JJV

7*£ Summer Open Registration
begins Monday, APRIL 19th

weekends off!

United Parcel Service

listing is available at the
rental office.

MANY APARTMENT LOCA-

'Quality University Programs Responsive to
Community Needs"

)S Summer
begins
April 19th!*

319 E. WoosterSt.
(Across from Taco Bell)

Many other locations
available. A complete

1999-2000

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Stop in, our friendly
staff will help you find
. the perfect home for
next year!

If you're interested in staying in .shape.
join us and work out while you work.

Firelands

(419)891-6820

One University Drive
Huron, Ohio 44839

•Must be able to perform the "Essential Job Function"
UPSuniiEq

41^433-5560 or

HVW

800-3224787
www.firelands.bgsu.edu/schedules/summer99.html

tti'rs iiitfAS Hf

U&SU WOMEi-iS kU&b/

Come see u/hij

Charlcslown Apartments - 710 Scott Hamilton A and 731) Scon Hamilton A,B,C, & I)
Spacious two bedroom units with patio/balcony, central air, garbage disposals,
full baths, private parking, on-site laundry, and lots of storage. Landlord pays
hot & cold water, sewer & waste disposal.
$525lmo. unfurn., $575/nto. furn.
Ashclon Apartments - 8|ftSCQM I lamillon
Our last giant Jim\^ki^^U!3pjgdroQm UIIII
unit...totally
louiin remuaeiec
remodeled, new carpet, linoleum.
blinds & fresh paint! Lots ofsJorzlgKtmu^'fPffj^he^partment...great
>f&mjd<tfl)eapt<i1m<
for-t people.
electric

As friends, family and alumni of the womens rugby team, we
would like to publicly wish you luck and Congratulate on your
accomplishment. As we are sure many members of BGSU's
campus are unjware, the Womens Rugby team will be leaving for
Colorado Springs this week to compete in the Womens Collegiate
Sweet Sixteen. The lady ruggers are currently the 13'" team in the
United States and will compete against the Air Force Academy
April 17* in the first round of the Nationals Tournament. So, if
you sec a Lady Rugger on campus, be sure to wish her luck.
Good Luck Ladies!!
From your family, friends and alumni

Time is running out!!! Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. #4 B0 • 352-4380
>.

»\
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Native American writer to read from work on Wednesday
The BG News
Sherman Alexie is undoubtedly one of Ihe most promising
of all young American writers.
He is only 33, but has already
produced eight books of poetry
two novels, one book of short
stories and has another novel on
the way.
Bom on the Spokane Indian
Reservation in Wellipinut, Washington, Alexie underwent br«in
surgery when he Was only six
months old. Alexie was bom
hydrocephalic, a condition in
which spinal fluid gets Into the

JUDGE

brain and cart cause life-threatening damuf; ."He was |»ot
expected to^kh"v"ive very long,
but he has ftow lived through
seizures, aldoftolism, discrimination, and a National Endowment
for the Arts pdetry Fellowship.
The' Businau of Fanqfdancing
was AlexieVftiist book, a book of
poetry. It wl^ published when
he was ority 26 and he hain't
stopped since.
t

Alexie .has ""to id, "I don't
believe in writer* block," and it
shows. AfteriKv'eral more books
of poetry, Alexie published a
book of short stories called The

Lone Ranger and Tonlo Fistfight in
llrm<en in 1994.
The Miramax film Smoke Signals was based on one of the stories In The Lone Ranger and Tonlo
Fislfight in Heaven called "This is
what It means to say Phoenix,
Arizona."
Alexie's first novel, Reservation Blues, came out in 1995, followed a year later by his second
novel, Indian Killer.
Both
received multiple awards and
brought much attention to Alexie for his unique, poetic narrative.

these other books, Alexie has
publifhcd essays in The Los
Angeles Times, among others,
wrote the screenplay for Smoke
Signals, is supposed to write
three more screenplays and his
third novel, Al Capone's Bones, is
scheduled to go to press this
year.

In between and around all

Sherman Alexie will come to
113 CMscamp Hall, Wednesday
April 14, at 7:30 p.m. as part of
his national speaking tour and
give a presentation called Killing
Indians: Myths, Lies & Exaggerations. The event is free, so get
there early.

tor's office is being moved up to
the fourth floor, and for now, the
floor is dust and boxes of ceiling
tiles with walls covered with
drywall and nothing else.
Kurfess isn't wearing a hard
hat. Jim Lutz, the construction
supervisor, is. He said the wallpaper started peeling, and it was
removed. In its place will be gray
textured and painted walls.
"We're tired of gray," Kurfess
said. Lutz replied that gray is a
subdued passive color, but »
confused.
"I don't get it," he said. "They
put orange suits on these guys,

but they put them in subdued
gray rooms."
Kurfess's 3 p.m. pre-conference hearing is dispatched
quickly, as the defendant agrees
to a plea-bargain.
Kurfess's 3:30 pre-trial conference is not there. Gwen HoweGebers, the assistant prosecutor,
will not swear out a warrant
against the defendant. William
Stephenson, the public defender,
wants the charges, felony drug
possession, reduced to a misdemeanor. '
The discussion turns heated
as Stephenson questions the

Poet novelist
and essayist
Sherman
Alexie
will
read in 113
Olscamp Hall
on Wednesday at 7:30
p.m., as part
of his national
tour.

■***■

Continued from page six.
counsel, pleads not guilty.
Richard Schmidt, a public
defender, is assi&ied to defend
the case.
The second arraignment is
against Machista Choice for
forgery. A continuance is granted
so Choice can hire his own
lawyer.
Another case is added to the
docket, as a woman petitions the
court for a writ of construction
against her husband, who struck
her and threatened her. Domestic
violence cases must have their
initial hearing the day charges

are filed. Th* woman said She
feared for her safety and (hat of
her two-year-bid' son. Both arc
staying with relatives
Kurfess grand a no contact
order, saying her' husband must
•stay at least one mile away from
her.
After the ctee, one of the court
reporters tell Kurfess the wallpaper has been removed from the
new jury roofti. Kurfess walks
out of his offke and searches for
the construetion BOpertnlendent.
His office ,in4 courtroom ere
the only things intact on the
fourth floor. The county prosecu-

Columbia Court
Apartments Going Fast!.'

Doing anything this weekend?

516 and 522 B. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom. 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwasttsrs *nd
Barbiec disposals.

—FIELD MANOR-rAPARMENTS*

519 Leroy Avenue. 542 and 560 Frazee Avenue. CUOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms, 2baths. furnished. Units have dishwashers and garbage dr»posals.
2 Man Rale JS8f).00/per month

—MERCER MANOR-*APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people). 3 Bedrooms furnished.
Units have fireplaces. A/0, dishwashers, microwaves, arid
garbage disposals.
9 1/2 met. $850.M/mo. + nttlitle* (5 perse* rate)
9 1/2 nos. $775.l*Vni». + utilities (4 jxrsan rate)
9 1/2 iiioi. $72>.mi/mo. 4 utilities (3 ptrv.m rate)

—FRAZEE AVENUEAPARTMENTS*
818 Thurstin. 624,670 and 6561-rtzee Avenue. CLOS^TO CAMPUS 2
bedrooms. 2 baths, furnished. Units "have dhnwusfcers and
garbage disposals.

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person raft)
website www.wcnet.org/-gbrenta!
* Only applies to units with parental guarantees

Attention Sophomores & Juniors

Don't miss out
Now leasing for Fall & Summer *99

If you thought college
was tough...
Wait until you try to
find a real job!
Working as an Advertising Representative
in Student Publications will give you
the experience you need to
find a job after college.
If you're interested in
Advertising,
Sales or

Marketing,
pick up an
application at
The BG News
office, 204 West Hall.

Applications Due, April 14th

FREE MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRVWOOO HEALTH SPA Come see U for a complete listing of locations
Membership includes indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna locker room, weight room, tanning

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.

530 MaPle St.

419.352.9378

BECKLEY
CARDY
GROUP
Everything far School

Looking for a Summer Job In Mansfield?
Beckley Cardy Group has be$n in Mansfield, Ohio for 35 years. Each summer we
hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution center.
We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet lots of new
friends, multiple shifts, 40 pjys hours per week, and competitive wages.
%

We still have positions available. So, if you are looking for the opportunity to earn
some real money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an
application. We are locatecj at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further
information call us at 419-^89-1882 or 800-305-0174, extension 1882.
7T—

i

should be. As for what in particular, check out the NOW section Thrusdays and the £r>ter- {
talment page, Mondays and Fridays, In The BG News.

GREENMIAJt, INC

—EAST MERRY AVE,— ,
APARTMENTS*!. *-

he has a job, his parole isn't terminated. It is extended to May
2000.
The day ends with more hammering and sawing as Kurfess
sits at his bench. His courtroom
is untouched by the construction. While Kurfess's office facilities are" better than anyone else's
in the Courthouse, he isn't
pleased with his courtroom,
which he said doesn't compare
to the turn-of-the century
grandeur of the courtrooms in
the Courthouse.
"Eight-foot drop ceilings
aren't very impressive."

.

"^~l"^T'—■

thtauQn Friday, |l

validity of the charges. He said
the defendant, a University student, never used drugs, and the
vial found by police, which
belonged to her ex-boyfriend,
had so little drug residue, they
couldn't even weigh it.
"There was less than one
gram,"
Howe-Gebers said.
"That's all we have to prove."
The state won't agree to a
weighing. A trial is set for May
12.
The last hearing for the day is
a probation hearing in the courtroom. The defendant is accused
of violating his parole. Because

• Summer 1999 BG News Editor
•Fall 1999 BG News Editor
• 1999-2000 Gavel Editor
• 1999-2000 Key Yearbook Editor
• 1999-2000 Miscellany Editor
• 1999-2000 Obsidian Editor
Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hail.
Deadline is Friday, April 16th, 5 p.m.

Sports £

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News372-2602

Baseball goes 3-1 behind two 2-hitters
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
In a doubleheader against
Western Michigan Sunday, Falcon sophomore Aric Christman
played the hero's role in game
one, 8-7. Starting pitcher Joe
Cheney stood out in game two,
holding the Bronco hitters to
only two hits for the complete
game win, 8-2.
BG is 15-13 overall and 6-2 in
the Mid-Ameerican Conference
while Western falls to 12-15 and
4-4.
With the score tied 4-4 at the
end of seven innings, The first
game of the day went into extra
innings.
In Ihe top of the eighth, the
Broncos came out swinging.
Western scored three runs,
putting the pressure on the Falcon hitters.
Nick 1.1 roil walked to lead off
the BG eighth. The next batter
struck out setting the stage for
what might have been a double
play. Rightfielder Lee Morrison
sharply hit a ground ball bound
for the Bronco shortstop. The
second base umpire could not
get out of the way in time. He
kicked the ball giving Morrison
the infield hit and new life for
the Falcons.
"That was very big," Christman said. "The guys were saying it happened for a reason.
That was our chance. And we
ended up winning the game."
Alan Gilhousen followed the
umpire blunder with an RBI single. Matt Mlynarek followed
suit with a single, scoring

Gilhousen and Morrison, tying Cheney, a junior out of Lima,
took the mound and gave a
the game 7-7.
A double by Bob Niemet put solid performance giving BG the
Mlynarek on third. Western sweep.
opted to intentionally walk Fal"It was all Joe Cheney, there's
con third baseman Matt Best. no doubt about that," Schmitz
Kenny Burdine struck out, said.
bringing up Christman.
Despite giving up a run in the
"We got a couple of breaks," second inning on three walks,
Schmitz said. "The guys just Cheney took a no-hitter into the
kept battling back. I'm really fifth inning. Bronco outfielder
proud about that."
Andy Cosentino singled to cenWith the bases loaded and a terfield and was stranded there
one ball, two strike count, following three Western popChristman grounded the ball to ups.
the shortstop. A routine play
Cheney struck out five Bronturned into the game winner as co batters and only walked three
Christman safely reached first on the way to the two hit perforbase with Mlynarek crossing mance.
home plate.
"The second inning I felt a lit"I just wanted to put the ball tle shaky," Cheney said. "But, 1
in play," Christman said. "It got through that and the defense
wasn't a hard hit ball and I just
helped me out a lot. It was a
beat it to first base. Our team
tough day with the wind blowshowed a lot of composure and
ing out so I tried to keep a lot of
confidence. We really showed a
balls on the ground. My change
lot about what this team is and
what we can be. They scored the up worked really well today
three runs, but we didn't get and kept them off balance. I got
down. We went out and we did a lot of help from the offense.
When I get a big lead like that it
it."
Home runs fueled the Bronco makes my job a lot easier."
BG swatted nine hits and
attack. Mid-American Conference leader Frank Alfieri and only committed one error. The
Kris Gundrum had solo shots. big inning for the Falcon bats
In the third inning, second base- came in the fourth. They scored
man Anthony Holyszko sent four runs in the inning.
Three of those came from Ihe
one over the fence in rightfield
for two runs giving Western a 4- bat of catcher Matt Marcum.
Marcum came to the plate with
3 lead.
Back to back doubles by Sean Ryan on second and
Kenny Burdine and Christman Niemet on third. With the count
in the bottom of the inning tied at two and two, the BG catcher
the game. The Falcons ended hit a long line drive clearing the
fence in rightfield for the three
with 13 hits in the game.
The finish in game one pre- run homer giving the Falcons a
sented a hard act to follow. 8-1 lead.
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BG News Photo/MIKE LEHMKULE
BG pitcher Ryan Streb fires a pitch during a recent game against Wright State. The Falcons spilt
against Central Michigan but took a doubleheader against Western Michigan over the weekend. BG is 15-13 and 6-2 in the MAC. Joe Cheney and Jason Kelley both threw 2-hitters on the
weekend.

Kelley fires 2-hitter vs. Chipps
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
The
Central
Michigan
Chippewas came to Bowling
Green and split a doubleheader
with the Falcons Saturday.
Falcon co-captain Jason Kelley (5-1) pitched a two-hit
shutout in the first game, 4-0. In
game two, Chippewa junior Dan
Schell won a pitching duel with
BG's Chris Vaught.
Kelley struck out eight Central batters while walking just
three in seven innings. Twelve
hits from his teammates played a
big role as well.

"I
have
had offense
support all
year," Kelley
said. "I don't
know if you
can call it
karma
or
what. It has
just
been _
.u
there allii year Kelley
for me. It's nice to have runs, but
I like close games. Four to nothing was good. It keeps me in the
game. I feel I pitch better and
concentrate more on each pitch."
Bob Niemet, Aric Christman
and Matt Mlynarek knocked in
runs for the Falcons. All came on

singles. Niemet scored Len Elias
from second in the first. Kenny
Burdine scored in the second following a stolen base and Christman's hit. Mlynarek drove in
Christman in the fifth.
BG's other run came when
Alan Gilhousen scored from
third on a Mike Fawcett wild
pitch. Fawcett (2-4) got the loss
for Central.
The Falcons continued to hit
the ball sharply in game two.
"The first game we hit a lot of
hard balls that found gaps,"
Mlynarek said. "The second
game everyone was hitting the
ball hard. We were just hitting
them at people. We had the

effort. Everyone hustled. Our
pitching was there. Our defense
was there. Our hitting was there.
We just had some bad breaks in
the second game."
Schell and Vaught held the
opposition scoreless for the first
five innings.
"Both pitchers threw very
well," said coach
Danny
Schmitz. "Chris Vaught pitched
well for our ballclub. He pitched
well enough to win. But so did
(Dan) Schell from Central Michigan. He did a real nice job. I
guess Schell was just a little bit
better."
The top of the sixth began
with Vaught hitting Central's

Jake Sanborn with a pitch. He
took second on a sacrifice bunt.
Then, third baseman Adam
Lalonde drove him in with a single to left field, breaking the
scoreless deadlock.
The Chippewa catcher followed, bringing Lalonde home
and giving Central a 2-0 lead.
In the bottom of the inning,
BG's Alan Gilhousen singled
with one out. Mlynarek followed
with a long fly ball to right field.
With the wind blowing strongly
in from right, a would-be tworun homer became a double.
"1 thought it had a chance for
a second," Mylnarek said. "But, I
felt that wind coming across and

saw it drop in. So I put my head
down and ran hard."
Schell intentionally walked
Bob Niemet and coaxed Sean
Ryan into grounding into a double play, ending Ihe inning.
Central scored again in the
top of the seventh, taking a 3-0
lead.
The Falcons' lone run came in
the seventh inning. Shortstop
Nick Elrod sent a ball up into the
wind in left field. The routine
play fell victim to the wind, giving Elrod a double and scoring
Christman from first.

Men's tennis team defeats Xavier but loses to Miami
By WILLIAM R.
SANDERSON
The BG News
After beating Xavier in a 7-0
whitewash. Bowling Green
dropped the one that mattered in
a 5-2 loss to Miami.

Bowling Green's overall
record moves to 9-9, but falls to
3-1 in the Mid-American Conference.
MU won the match's first
point by winning two of the
three doubles matches. The
freshman pairing of Mike Kossoff and Vitek Wild accounted

for BG's win.
The Falcons managed to take
the first two singles flights with
wins from Radu Bartan and
Wild. In first singles, Bartan beat
Scott Rutherford 6-2, 6-2. Wild
beat Stevan Van Der Westhuyzen
also 6-2, 6-2.

But the bottom four flights all
resulted in Miami wins.
Kossoff pushed MU's B.J.
Monroe to three sets before losing 6-4, 4-6, 6-3. Gareth Quin
beat Falcon senior Matt Wiles 63, 6-0. Brent Lahring defeated
Brandon Gabel 6-3, 7-6. Ed
Kuresman lost 7-5,6-1.

The Falcons had a much easier time Thursday.
In third singles, Wiles came
back after dropping the first set
1-6 to win 6-4, 6-2. All other singles matches were won in
straight sets.
Bartan beat Rob Bakker 6-2,6-

3. Wild won at second singles 64, 6-3. Kossoff edged out Kevin
McEnery 7-6 in the first set
before finishing him off 6-3 in
the second.
Gabel and Kuresman won at
fifth singles and sixth singles
respectively

Women's track team does well at Sea Ray Relays
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's
track team had a handful of outstanding performances this
weekend at the Sea Ray Relays
against some of the top college
and club teams in the nation.
The Falcons' performance
was highlighted by a Lisa Keegan hammer throw on Thursday
that set her up for a possible bid
to the NCAA Championships.
Keegan launched a hammer
185 feet, 11 inches. That throw

was
good
enough to make
her a provisional qualifier for
the
NCAAs
and, in the
process, set a
new
school
record by 13
feet.
Keegan r'iet
also held the previous school
best in the event.
"Lisa's hammer throw was
probably our highlight for the
weekend," BG coach Steve Price

said. "It was one of the top
throws in the nation this year.
She was the top collegiate finisher down there."
A throw of 187 feet is good for
an automatic qualification while
168 feet, 11 inches is the minimum for a provisional bid.
Price said Keegan is likely to
get in on this weekend's throw,
but there is still time for her to
improve her chances.
Laura Deneau was the top fin-

isher for BG. She ran a 37:08.6 in
the 10,000 meters and finished
second. Lisa Mariea placed seventh in the 10,000 meters with a
time of 38:36.7.
Emily Cokinos was the nextbest BG finisher with a javelin
toss of 151-feet-l inch, good for
third place.
Jodi Rafferty and Stephanie
Heldt placed fourth and sixth in
the high jump, respectively. Rafferty cleared 5-foot-8 while
Heldt finished at 5-foot-6.

Lori Williams finished out the
placing for the Falcons on Saturday. Williams took eighth in the
discuss with a throw of 154 feet.
Falcons host Detroit, Toledo
Tomorrow's meet with Detroit
and Toledo will be the first teamscored meet of the outdoor season for BG.
Price said he is not too concerned about the competition,
though. He is concerned about

possible fatigue after a weekend
in Knoxville, Tenn. and just two
days off between action.
"We will keep some of our top
athletes out (Tuesday), because
the next meet is more important," Price said. "I'm not too
worried about Detroit and Toledo. I don't think it will be a problem for winning."
The team is nowhere near
healthy, but there are no new
injuries to report after last weekend. Price added.
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BG Softball
drops three
The Bowling Green Softball
team dropped three Mid-American Conference games over the
weekend. Eastern Michigan
defeated the Falcons 6-1 Friday.
The second game was canceled
due to inclement weather. Central Michigan won two games
against BG, 7-2 and 5-3 Saturday.

TRACK

Weekend Sports Transactions
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES— Aclivaied 2B
Delino DeShields from the 15-day disabled list
Purchased the contract of RHP Doug Linton
Irom Rochester of the International League
Optioned INF Jesse Garcia and LHP Doug
Johns to Rochester.
SEATTLE MARINERS—Placed INF Carlos
Guillen on the 15-day disabled list Recalled
INF Giomar Guevara from Tacoma of the PCL
Signed INF-OF Domingo Cedeno to a one-year
contract
TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Placed 2B Homer
Bush on the 15-day disabled list Recalled 2B
Norberto Martin from Syracuse of the International League.
National League
ARIZONA
DIAMONDBACKS—Purchased the contract of RHP Bobby Chouinard
from Tucson of the PCL Designated OF Emie
Young lor assignment
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
NEW JERSEY NETS—Signed F Janue Feick

McGwire hits second HR in 4-2 loss
The Associated Press

Sprague leads
men's track
The BG men's track team competed in the Sea Ray Relays last
weekend
One of the top finishers for the
Falcons was Alex Sprague, who
took third in the decathlon with
7329 points. Sprague set a school
record.

STANDINGS
for the remainder of the season
FOOTBALL
National Football League
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS-SlRnrd WR
Krlman Malveux to a two-year contract
HOCKEY
Natloaal Hockey League
NHL—Suspended Buffalo D Jean Lur
GrandPtenr one game for a tripping incident
In Friday's game against Florida
NEW YORK ISLANDERS-Signed C Jason
Krog to a two-year contract
SAN JOSE SHARKS-Re assigned D Shawn
Hrins to Kentucky of the AHL
HORSE RACING
HIALEAH PARK-Named Richard Sacco
general manager
COLLEGE
MICHIGAN-Suspended DL Demetrius
Smith indefinitely for violating team rules
MICHIGAN STATE-Announced CB Amp
Campbell and TB Lloyd Clemons were granted
a sixth-year of eligibility by the NCAA.
RUTGERS—Announced the resignation of
Rob Lanler. men's assistant basketball coach,
to take a similar position at Texas.

ST. LOUIS — Just like on
opening day, a Mark McGwire
home run didn't do much for the
St. Louis Cardinals.
The 70-homer man connected
in the first inning for his first
home run in 15 at-bats, but Jason
Bere didn't encounter many
more problems and led the
Cincinnati Reds to a 4-2 victory
Sunday.
Barry Larkin homered for

Cincinnati, which has 12 homers
in six games, and Hal Morris and
Greg Vaughn had key hits in a
three-run sixth inning.
Bere (1-0) allowed two runs
and eight hits in 6 1-3 innings,
and Danny Graves finished with
two-hit relief for his first save,
ending the game by retiring
McGwire on a foulout with one
on in the ninth.
The Reds avoided disaster in
the eighth inning as Graves
worked a perfect inning.
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YwUikees roll past Detroit to complete sweep
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — On the day
they received their 1998 World
Series championship
rings,
Orlando Hernandez and the
New York Yankees showed why
they're the team to beat in 1999,
too.
"El Duque" pitched perfect
ball into the seventh inning,
Derek Jeter homered, doubled
and drove in three runs and the
Yankees
overwhelmed
the
Detroit Tigers 11-2 Sunday.
"Well, I want to see somebody
else play them right now," Tigers
manager Larry Parrish said after
a three-game sweep in which his
team was outscored 28-5. "I'm
ready to get out of town."

•r

Hernandez set down the first
19 hitters before walking Gregg
Jefferies with one out in the seventh. Tony Clark singled with
two outs in the inning to break
the no-hit bid, but with the score
already 11-0, it did nothing to
spoil the fun for the Yankees or
their 32398 fans.
"I would like to have thrown a
no-hitter, but that was not my
first priority," Hernandez said as
catcher Jorge Posada translated.
"I wanted to win the game. That
was my main thing today."
The cold, damp afternoon
began with AL president Gene
Budig presenting the Yankees
with their prizes. The 14-carat
gold ring features the interlock-

ing "NY" set with 24 diamonds,
one for each of the Yankees'
record championships, and bears
the words "Best Ever" and "Tradition."
"It was great to get a ring
because in Cuba they don't do
that," Hernandez said.
Manager Joe Torre, back in
uniform at Yankee Stadium for
the first time since undergoing
surgery for prostate cancer in
mid-March, got a standing ovation when he trotted onto the
field to get his jewelry.
Torre was the one who suggested "Best Ever" go on the
ring, a tribute to a team that won
a record 125 games overall,
including a Series sweep of San

Diego. He declined to compare
the '98 and '99 clubs, adding,
"Just because we don't win as
many games doesn't mean
you're not a better club."
Torre said he hopes to return
on a full-time basis by early May
and relieve interim manager Don
Zimmer, hobbled by a sore knee.
Then, the ceremonies over, the
Yankees quickly went to work
winning their fifth straight game
and moving into a tie for first for
the first time this season.
Jeter doubled off Justin
Thompson (0-2) to start an eightrun third inning and later drew a
bases-loaded walk from Felipe
Lira. Jeter's two-run homer in
the fifth made it 11-0.

Behind Hernandez (2-0), New
York completed its first threegame sweep of the Tigers at Yankee Stadium since June 1993 and
sent Detroit to its fifth straight
loss.
"El Duque" pitched two nohitters before defecting from
Cuba and Posada, who caught
David Wells' perfect game at
Yankee Stadium last May,
thought another one was possible.
"I really wanted it," Posada
said. "He knew he was throwing
one."
Hernandez, blowing on his
right hand to keep it warm in 44degree temperatures and intermittent rain, allowed two hits in

seven innings. He struck out
nine and walked one.
Yankees starters have allowed
just 18 hits in 41 1-3 innings as
the team has sprinted to a 5-1
start. David Cone took a no-hitter into the sixth in Friday's
home opener.
Hernandez ended each of the
first five innings with a strikeout,
and had the crowd clapping on
every pitch as he extended his
bid for perfection.
After striking out Juan Encarnacion to start the seventh, Hernandez walked Jefferies on a 3-1
pitch. Clark singled sharply to
right field on an 0-2 pitch, and
the fans rewarded Hernandez
with a standing ovation.

■"*a

FOR FACULTY and STAFF at BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

HELPING YOU BUILD A
SECURE FINANCIAL FUTURE
IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY, TIAA-CREF
HAS THE PERFECT RESUME.
With 80 years of leadership experience in our field,
TIAA-CREF is eminently qualified to help you build a
comfortable, worry-free retirement.
Our references are equally impeccable — today, two million of the
best minds in America trust us with their retirement plans, turn to
us for mutual funds and their insurance needs.
Allow us to review our qualifications.
Superior strength
With $200 billion in assets, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest retirement organization—and among the most solid. TIAA is one of only
a handful of companies to have earned top ratings for financial
strength, and CREF is one of Wall Street's largest investors.'

where it should—towards ensuring your future.
Easy diversification
We offer a wide variety of expertly managed investment options to
help build your assets. With stock, bond, money market, and real
estate accounts to choose from—as well as a guaranteed annuity—
TIAA-CREF makes diversification easy.
Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes us from every other
retirement company. In a recent nationwide survey of retirement plans,
TIAA-CREF was voted number one in participant satisfaction.3

Solid, long-term performance

Now You Can Join, Too

We seek out long-term opportunities that other companies, in pursuit
of quick gains, often miss. Though past performance can't guarantee
future results, this patient philosophy has proven extremely
rewarding.
Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among the lowest in the insurance
and mutual fund industries.2 Therefore, more of your money goes

Recent legislation in Ohio makes many people at Bowling Green
State University eligible for Ohio's Alternative Retirement Plan
(ARP). That gives you the chance to put TIAA-CREF's experience
to work for you.
Choosing an ARP is an important decision that you should weigh
carefully. For information that may make your ARP decision easier,
please call us at 1 877 ARP-OHIO or visit our website.

www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

V

> ■^z

A.. (Superior). A.M. Best .Co.; AAA. Duff & Phelpi. Au. Moody i Invctton Services. AAA. Standard and Poors for stability, found investments, cUimt-paving abilitv. and overall financial itrength These ratings ol TIAA at an insurance company do not apply to CREF or ihe
TIAA Real Estate Account. Sta**arie/rWi W*w RilutaAmi**,, 1998; Upper Analytical Services. Inc, Liaatr-lXml^'AnalyticalData. 1998 (Quanedy). DALBAR. Inc.. 199?Drfutti Oatntulu* Extttintt /L/iajw. TIAA-CREF Individual and lnintut.on.il Service*. Inc.
distributes CREF certificates and interest! in the TIAA Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors Servicei. Inc. distributes the TlAA-CREF Mutual Funds. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, please call for prospectuses..
Read them carefully before you invest or send money. To request prospectuses, call 1 800 842-2733. ext. 6509. Investments in securities such as mutual funds and variable annuities are subject to certain risks including the possible loss of principal
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CAMPUS EVENTS
'Free Comedian'
As seen on Comedy Central
UAO Presents
Darren Carter
Wed. April 14th @ 6:30pm
free Comedian*
Bowling Green Council ol TeacherB ot Mathematics presents
"Interviewing tor and Surviving Your First Math
Teaching JoD '
Tuesday, April 13 at 9:00pm in Life Science
Buildmg Room 140.
All are welcome lor the question/answer presentation.
Get ready lor the 1999 Wood County Humane
Society Mutt Strut' Sunday, April 18 at Perry
Stadium. The walk begins at 11:00am. All
proceeds benefit the WCHS. For more information, call Bill at 354-5301 or email at
davis@bgnet bgsu edu (Pets are encouraged
to bnng their owners I) Sponsored by Friends of
the Humane Society.
Phi Eta Sigma Freshman Honor Society will be
having Happy Hours at BW3's on Tuesday,
April 13 from 5 00-8 00pm Free pop and wings
will be provided. Each member of Phi Eta Sigma is invited to attend and bring a guest for
some free tood and fun!
We will also be providing a yard clean up service for local senior citizens on Saturday. Apnl
17 from 9:00am-i:00pm. All members of PN
Eta Sigma are encouraged to help out for this
community service project' See you all there!
STUDY ABROAD ORIENTATION
The Education Abroad Office will sponsor a
pre-departure session on Tuesday. Apnl 13 in
1104 Offenhauer West at 7:00pm tor ail students studying abroad during summer 1999.
fall semester 1999 or the entire 1999-2000
academic year. Call 2-0479 with questions.
Tibetan Monk speaks on
Human Rights & Freedom
Tuesday, April 13th
5:30-7:30pm
111 Olscamp Hall
Contact: Roianne Schuiler 353-8350
USG meetings are now in 113 Oscamp on
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. They are also televised
every Tues. and Wed. on Ch 24 at 11.00 p.m.
Show your support and involvement for the
student body.

SERVICES OFFERED
Musicians'
Have a Demo? CD Burning $6 each
Digital sound/video editing
at the best rates anywhere
Gecko-T DIGITAL AUDIO
Call Eric354-2810 eric@gecko-l.com
Pregnant??
FREE pregnancy tests.
CONF IDE NT IAL and CARING
35446 73 BG Pregnancy Center

Stop Crime Now.
From pepper-spray to door alarms and much
more. For tree catalog write:
Stop Cnme Now
360 Colony Lane #41
Bowling Green.OH 43402

PERSONALS
'Beyond BG Social Night*
EVERYONE is invited' Easystreetepm.
SPIRIT AWARD-SPIRIT AWARD

NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

EUROPE J209O*
ANYTIME IN 19M
Car lb Maxlco $209 in
Discount Faras Worldwide
800-326 2009

Counselors. Lifeguards, and Health Officer
needed at co-ed camp near Ann Arbor Room
a board, salary Cal. {734)8/8-6628
Damon's - Airport Highway Now hiring" Clubhouse Event Coordinator FulfPart time, lots of
fun. and competitive wage Apply between 2-4
Monday/Fnday. Interviews on the spot.

www.alrhilch.org
(tain additional)
Gel ready lor Ihe 1999 Wood Count, Humane
Society Mull Strull Sunday. April 18 at Perry
Siadium. Th« walk begin! at 11:00am. All
proceed! benelii the WCHS. For more inlormation. call Bill al 354 5301 or email al
davis@boneLbgsu.edu (Pels are encouraged
to bnng their owners!) Sponsored by Friends ol
ihe Humane Society.

Direct Care/Residential Specialist Full and
part time positions available to provide care
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities living in the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green
Pnmarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage $7 14-M 52 depending on
experience/education. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be
18. have a valid dnver*s license and good dnving record, physically fit and able to lift 60lbs.
Applications and tour every Wednesday
930 1030am and 4 30 5 0 0pm Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd. Maumee. Ohio, EOE.

Give blood with Buddy BloodOrop.
April 12-16 ©Oscamp Hail 11am 5pm daily
You can save lour lives with one donation.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Houseboy interviews
4714 10-12 and 4/15 1-2. Call Abby® 5130 to
selupan apl.

FREE RADIO
♦ $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups A organizations. Earn
J3-JS per Visa MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost.
Call lor info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932 0528x65
www ocmconcepts com

One or two summer sublease's needed. Great
two-bedroom furnished apanment dose lo
campus. Non-smoking, no pels. Call 352-2111.
Sledge & Jimmy Spider s the Vacancies Wed
@ Uptown. A must see show i

WANTED
1 rmte needed. Own bedroom. April to Aug
school yr. $200/mo. Call Mike or Sara at
353-7042.

Toledo Area Golf Shop has part-time and
seasonal positions available. Immediate
hiring for motivated individuals. Good
wages, will tram, flexible schedules.
Contact Jason at (419) 385 0248. EOE

Need 1 ticket for Arts and Sciences GraduaBon. Wilt pay Call 354-6740.
Spacious 1 bdrm in house w/ porch, great spot
across from courthouse Avail. May 1.
1350-bills included. 353-4287.

HELP WANTED:
Childcare in my Perrysburg Fl Melgt home
beginning In May. Would like 3 full weekdays (7:30sm-5:00pm) for 3 children. Flexible. Requires a caring, dependable, adventurous, non-smoker with dependable
transportation. Excellent pay. References
required. 419-874-3641. leave message.

Subieaser needed from May-Aug. with an option to stay longer il wanted. 2 bdrm. apl..
*423/mo. will pay $50 lor each summer
month. Call 353-0027.
Summer subieaser needed, i bdrm. apt. unfurnished. AC, close to campus. Price negotiable. Please leave mossageal354-2044.

MEET THE WORLD! International nonprofit
seeks local representative Work with foreign
exchange students, host families, high
schools. Training provided, expenses paid.
travel opportunities! Not a paid position. Must
be at least 25 years old Call Tern Callahan at
1-800-498-2487, or EF Foundation for Foreign
Study at 1-B00-44-SHARE.

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For info call 203-319-2802.

Nurslng-RN/LPN- Part time working with
children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday.
9.30-10:00am and 4:30-5:00pm Or contact
Human Resources (419) 865-0251 Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWesiernRd .Maumee.OH EOE.

375 Counselors and Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Pocono Mountains.
PA. Lohikan, 1-600-488-4321.
www.lohikan.com.
Beautiful 600 acre Summer Camp m Normwestern New Jersey seeks counselors and activity specialists. Over 100 positions available.

Painters NEEDED. Summer work Good starting pay * bonus. Cleveland area. Nortncoasl
College Pamicrs 216 529 6319.

Employment dates are from June 21-August
21. Salary range from $ 1600- $2000 for season
plus room and board. Modern cabins and facilities. 11 1/2 hours from New York dry and
New Jersey Shore points. No experience
necessary. Just love kids and working in the
beautiful outdoors. Call or email for information
and application packet. Jerry Waldron director
at (908) 362-8217 or cmpmason@garden.net.
Check out our website al
www.campmason.org.

Part-time student employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour.
Apply in person between the hours of 900am
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at;
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC.
428 CLOUGH STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402

Biology, Science, Education and
Liberal Aria Graduate*
No experience required
Free training In a Field with Superb
Opportunities: Blomedlcal Information
Technology
Start at 28K. Most people earn 34K within a
year, plus lull benefits. IMS, Inc. is offering a
free 4 week programming course. In the last 2
years, IMS. Inc. has hired over 90% of the students who have taken this course. Courses
start June 7 or July 12. Positions located in Silver Spnng. Maryland 8 miles outside DC Call
888-680-5057 WWW.IMSWEB.COM

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Staying m BG Ihis summer? Looking lor parttime work that won't conlhct with classes? Become a SOFTBALL UMPIRE. The BG
Umpires Association is looking lor men or
women to umpire in the city recreation leagues.
Umpires needed for either slow-pitch or fast
pitch games Earn $l4-30per game. If interested, contact Jim at 352-4159 or 372-9858
Summer Work
Earn $3.000-$5,000
Painters & Jobsile Managers
Hardworking ft Detail Oriented
Call 888-CPP-97US

Staying in town lor the summer? Need a full or
pan time work? Now taking applications. Flexible 3 hour shifts to fit any schedule. Looking for
help for the rest of the semester and summer.
Starting at $5.75 per hour. Apply M-F,
8anv4pm at Pinnacle Plastic Products, 425
Napolean Road Bowling Green, Oh. Ask for
Rodney Kirkpatrick
Summer child care positions available. Afternoon hours with infant. 5 yrs. old. Can
419-878-4190 for more info.

When Can You Start?
Delivery Personnel Part Time
Shastar is a growing rental-retail company with
54 locations in Ohio and Indiana. We currently
have a regular part-time Delivery Assistant
position and a regular part-time Delivery
Driver position available in our Bowling
Green Shastsr Rent ft Own store. The successful candidates should be reliable, selfmotivated, and customer focused. For the Delivery Assistant .responsibilities include assisting in delivering furniture and appliances to our
customers. Must be 18 years of age and able
to move heavy items. For the Delivery Driver,
responsibilities include delivering furniture and
appliances to our customers. Must be 21 years
of age or older, own truck or van, and have a
clean MVR. Technical knowledge ol appliances and electronics is helpful. For these positions we offer * Progressivs Psy for Experience * Paid Vacation ft Holidays * Bonus
Program " 401 (k) ft * Employee discounts.
Apply in person at Shastar Rsnt ft Own.
Southwood Plaza, 838 South Mam St, Bowling Green No phone calls please. Smoketree environment. Equal Opportunity Employer
YMCA STAFF NEEDED
The South Toledo YMCA is currently looking
for friendly faces to fill current and summer positions. The YMCA offers great working conditions, competitive pay and free YMCA membership during employment.
Positions available:
Lifeguards/Swim Instructors
Child Care Staff
Day Camp Counselors
Fitness Staff
Customer Service Staff
Apply in person to: South Toledo YMCA
l226WoodsdalePk. Dr.
Toledo. Oho 43614
(419)385-9622

FOR SALE

Front & Center

Cleaning and misc. work. Starts May 8 for 2
two weeks or all summer. 353-0325.
Columbus. Oho
Scoto Country Club
Summer Staffing
Sooto Country club is accepting applications
for the club's pool facility for the 1999 season.
Applications and resume should be forwarded
to the club with interviews and hmng to be
completed by May 1, 1999. The positions include the following; POOL SNACK STAND
AND BUSSING STAFF. Scheduling procedure
conductive with summer activities. Pay scale is
progressive lor individuals who achieve. Club's
address 2196 Riverside Drive. Columbus. OH
43221 FAX (614) 486-8327 PHONE (614)
486-4341.

Twin loveseats lor sale.
Very comlortable velour
Great for college use.
Si00 OBO Call 354 5416

FOR RENT

GEORGETOWN MANOR
For 1999-2000 school year
800 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully lumished. AC,
Laundry facility, no pets
Parking, prol. maintenance
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water & sewer included.
Also summer rates
Call 354-9740 lor more details t app't

"Houses, Apts 4 Rooms99-2000"
326 Leroy-up 1 bdrm
307 1/2 E. Reed 3 bdrm
Rooms A Eflic. S205 & up incl. all ulil.
Summer & 2nd Sem Apts. avail
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
1 and 2 bdrm lumished apts lor '99-'00 school
year. 352-7454

12 unit apartment bidgs.
724 6th St. "705 7th St
2 bdrm. furn orunfurn.
$500 mthly. 99 00 sen yr lease
FREE heal, water
sewer, gas ft HBO
354-0914

V
V
V
V

Top wages
Flexible Hours
Paid Vacations
Health/Dental
Insurance
"V Employee Stock
' > Option Plan

MANAGEMENT

'93 Dodge Spirit
4 dr., very reliable, runs well 135K mi. $2000.
Call372-2606or 419-6660926

4 room upstairs apartment for 2 people
Available now
352-5822

1 color TV for $50 00 OBO And 1 GE Washor
in good condition for $75 OBO. Call Barb @
home 352-5127 Ol work 372-7938

601 3rd St 1 bdrm. lumished Aug. Grad Student!.
710 7th St. 2 bdrm unfurnished Aug
Mature students & quiet people.
704 5th St. 2 bdrm lumished Summer $700
Call 352-3445 NO PETS.

1993 GEO Metro. 3 cylinder. 5 speed
50 miles/gallon, red, $2100.
287-3762

354-6036

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

Church House Apts., 222 Y
Chruch St

Apply in puison

I bdrms, close to downtown,
starting at $310. Call 353-5800

Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537
(Just ■ lew mlnutM from BG!
Take 1-475W to Dus»el-turn right.)

-*-*-:

'.■

Stop by our office al 1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~mecca

From $395/mo.

Let us hefci you make a tough decision
easy, cal or stop Dy the office TODAY'

Call 354-6036
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Near Campus
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Summer Leases
Clean
Many Sizes

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:
•uckoy*

JXL) 352-1520

Amnesty
International

Apts and housos May or August NOPFTS
353-8206

Points will be awarded for the following:
- • . -, > it.
Attendance at Beyond BG Social Nights 4dllJ'jiJJL,fl
Two Monday Nights Left
' ■*
April 12'" & April 19"
8pm at Easystreet
■& Banner contest: Banner showing your organizations
SPIRIT for Beyond BG. Points will be given for
(1) participation, (2) First, Second and Third
place winners, and (3) for displaying your banner
at Beyond BG.
Banners judging from 12 to 5pm April 19"1
•h Organization's Spirit at Beyond BC
For more details, please call Stacey at 372-5228

Anderson Arena

§

^The
» Venerable Palden
Gyatso
Speaking Jour
Up! Tibetan Monk speaks on
i HumanRights & Tibetan J
§fe Freedom
Tuesday, April13!'1999
5:30pm - 7:30pm
111 Oslcamp Hall

April 22'"' 8-10pm

For more information
contact - Roxanne Schuiler

Party like it's 1999!
^Summer employment

at 353-8350

"lH

WE'VE

EXPANDED I
Living Canvas Skin Art
445 E. Wooster St
Bowling Green OH 43402
419. 354. 5203 (Tattoo)

HomeBilylcB

Home City
Ice Company

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

419. 353. 5992 (Store)
We have taken over the store!
We currently carry:
•Fashion Victim T-Shirts
•Incense
•Detoxlfier Products
•Tobacco Papers
•Candles
•Sterling Rings
•Body Jewelry
•Anklets & Bracelets
•Patchouli Oil
•Some tapestries & patches
BIG SALE on Gloves & Mittens

1-800-899-8070

Coming Soon:
Summer Dresses
Beaded Curtains
Tobacco Pipes & Accessories
Tank Tops
More Tapestries
Wind Chimes
Mirrors
Grit Items

"Be a part of a winning tradition"

In- ANPMUCHMQREII _J

Call Today for Complete Details!!

Rom $45Q/mo.

From 9-4

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

negotiable Call Natal.e at 353 7270

Competitive Wases / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom, A/C,
on-ste laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, skylights
dfihwashers, vaulted ceings

k

Summer subleasers needed: 4 bdrm. 2 bath.
AC. W.D. great parking Call 352-7164.

presents.

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom, laundry laclities
in bldg.. o/c. quiet

Management Inc.

Subieaser needed for summer. $375ftno.
May-Aug. 1 bdrm, fully furnished, across the
street from campus on Manville. Call Nicole at
(419) 350-3594. (local call).

f

NEWLY REMODELED
_ Jay-Mar Apis.
803 - 815 8th St / Avail May 1st,
• Dishwashers
• New refrigerators
• Disposals
• AH new paint throughout
• Self-cleaning ovens
• New kitchen cabinets
•Ceramic tie
• Ceiling fans
COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!
5 550/ mo. 12 mo. lease

/tifEfcCA
Management Inc.

Rooms lor rent in BG home.
Grad males preferred.
Call352-163l or 219-293 0920.

Apartment for rent this summer 1 bedroom
w/air conditioning Hillsdale Apartments, rent

Graduate student housing

Management Inc.
Willow House Apis., 830 4lh St
1 bdrms, gas heat, A/C, remodeled. Starting at $375.
Call 353-5800

Rooms for rent tor summer of 1999 m big Victorian house-near BGSU campus. Private p.v«
mg a private entrance Phone 352-5817.

2 bdrm house. $525'month ♦ utils. Avail. May
15 601 6th Street Call 6553084

Avail. Now & Fall

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

One-two subleasers needed for May to Aug.
Close to campus. New apt. with central air Call
Keily® 354-8186

i

I30 E Washington Street. Bowling Green

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apis., 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies & huge I bdrms.
laundry on site, lots of parking.
Eff. starts at $230.
1 bdrm starts at $340.
Call 353-5800

Houses for Rent All 12 month leases, tenants
pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
•730 Elm-2 BR. $475/mo. available now.
'316 Ridge(Front)- 2 BR, $550 avail. May 15
Phone 352 2330 or 354 2854 after 5 00 PM

1002/1004 Boone Cl.- 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bath,
w/d hookup, A/C, garage, nicely decorated.
Grad-Prol. $675 plus util 287-3306

2 or. apt. avail, now thru Aug 15 Grad students
prel. 2 car garage, close to campus $475/mo.
353 3160 rv msg

Beyond BG

HIGHLAND

Grad. students. 2 bdrm. bnck, large yard.
S795/mo. plus dep. A util. No pets 353-7257,
leave message.

117 1/2 E. Reed- 2 bdrm, off street parking,
lots of storage. No pets, Avail Aug. $470 plus
util 2873306

WIN the Beyond BG 1999 Spirit Award!

Call us at 372-2826
You can win free passes
to J.J.'s Aqua Lounge!!!

Efficiency apts available. Can rent monthly or
long term. All utilities, phone & cable already
hooked up A inc Completely furnished
352-1520
Grad itudenM room apartment, quiet neighborhood $275 ♦ utilities. Available after Apnl
HI. 353-1740.

117 E. Reed-3 bdrm, 2 lull bath washer/dryer,
large kitchen, no pets. Avail may or August.
$695 plus ull 287-3308

Taml and Jeremy

Earth Week Preview

CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BG! Clean. 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, dishwaeher, laundry facilities, utllltles provided, on-slte manager, balcony
units available Call for an appointment
352-9909.

1-2 subleasors needed from June 1st to Aug.
16ih. Very close to Uptown, nice neighborhood. S200/momh. Ask lor Valerie or Lara at
353-5253

ttention Organizations

WBGU 88.1 FM

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis., 1082 Fairview
Large studios, high vaulted ceilings, unique floor plan, car ports,
9 1/2-12 mo. leases.
Start at $350. Call 353-5800

ware Encetl cond. 3522161.

with

Tuesday, April 13
5-6 pm

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

Mac Perlorma 636 with 80 MR Inkjet Printer.
Modem Keyboard Color Monitor Some soft-

'92 Ford Probe, auto, air, cruise. Best offer.
Must let" 3547176. ask lor Joe

BJ speakers for sale
Great for stereo battles'
3'x2'with 15" woofer.
200 Walts $300 OBO Call 354 5416

Childcare for the summer for a happy 6 yr. old
who likes the pool, playing with friends A nice
babysitters. 353-4921.

lorl tor sa» S30 OBO. Tools included Call
2 3391

2 bdrm apl. $460vmo All util mc . close to
c.-11'o-..s c.-i TJ:1 r..-.7r,

1995 Kawasaki Zx-6 Brand new, low miles.
$6000 OBO Call 354-6038

Casey's Original Hamburgers has positions
available. Casual work environment, very llexi
ble hra.. above min. wage & 1/2 price meals.
Call for interview. 352-9113.

AVAILABLE FOR FALL
2 bdrm furnished 704 5th St.
2 bdrm. unfurnished 7 I 0 7th St.
352 3440 lor more information.

CARS FROM 1500.00
Police imports ana tax repo's
For listings call 1 800 319 3323 «45M

Want men willing to learn and work on wood
floors including gym floors. Starting when
school is out for the summer until the middle of
August. Work consists of operating equipment,
including floor buffers ft sanding machines.
Also measuring, laying out ft painting game
lines ft art work ft applying gym door finish We
will thoroughly train you in all phases of the
work. 'Job pays $6.00/hr. You can expect between 40-50 hrs/week. Hours can be flexible.
Must be punctual ft reliable ft willing to accept
responsibility. Please contact Bob
Koctv-419-385-5814. If phone is answered by
answering machine, please leave a name ft
number and I will return your call.

HEATHERDOWNS COUNTRY CLUB

2 subleasers needed lor summer. 2 bdrm. apt.
w/balcony and air conditioning. Call 353-2353.
Ask tor Paul or Jim.

Monday, April 12, 1999

j
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